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An eleventh horn arises and

The rider on the white horse

subdues three of these kings. His

An alliance is formed between the

appears. A conqueror bent

whole focus is on controlling

King of Greece and the eleventh

on conquest.

Jerusalem.

horn. These two beasts are called

13

Death and Destruction (grave).
5

Ten kingdoms or nations form

The coloured horses combine to

an alliance with the king of

make a pale horse - the fourth

Greece. He appoints these ten

horse of the Apocalypse.

20

The harlot Babylon is destroyed by

kings or ten horns to rule.

the ruling, dominant seven kings (after
three are subdued). These seven will

3

The Greek/Macedonian Empire

hate this city of Babylon.

The seven kings are permitted

arises as a quasi-Moslem super-state.

26

to remain for a short time.

The leader is the rider of the black

The Mark of the Beast

horse

is enforced.

17

Timeline of prophetic endtime events
Construction of

4

DANIEL'S 2,300 DAYS IN PROPHECY

tabernacle completed

<

> Sanctuary is cleansed.

2300 days

24

The daily sacrifice is
14

commenced.

The abomination

21

The seventh trumpet sounds. The

is set up

CHRIST RETURNS

25

dead in Christ are raised.
The second exodus of the enslaved

2

8

The rider on the red horse
appears. The rider is given

is established in

POWER to take peace from

Jerusalem

27

tribes of Israel from Egypt and elsewhere.

The throne of David
<

3 years

<

1290 days

>

the earth. This rider allows
9

access to the Temple Mount.

Construction of

1335 days

> <

>

The wedding of the Lamb

29

temple begins

A temporary dwelling is

The daily sacifice

built.

11

The tribes of Israel dwell in

30

unwalled cities and in peace.

is taken away
The Great Tribulation - 1260 days
7

Period of sacrifices

1260 days

<

How long the sacrifices

Christ fights against those who

28

attack Jerusalem. The Beast and

will continue is not clear

the false prophet are captured.

in the Bible.

22
12

10

>

Judgment begins

The Levite prophet is given

The Beast and the false prophet

The widespread slaughter of

instructions to call the armies

are cast into the lake of fire.

God's faithful and true people

of Ephraim from the grave.

begins.

The seven last plagues

<

23
15

The heavenly City Jerusalem

The battle of Armageddon

is established on earth.

All the Gentile nations of the

The Great Tribulation

earth gather together to attack
Jerusalem.

begins.
The seven trumpet

18

plagues begin.
2

Boxed numbers refer to notes.
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The armies of Joseph are
captured in the Middle East

The remnant of the seed

and killed or enslaved.

are handed over to the

19

beast for captivity or
death.
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Satan is bound for a
thousand years.
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